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Call of Duty is one of the most influential shooters in the history of games. He changed the whole industry for the better. Find out why. Get the shoes of an American, British or Russian soldier and return in time to the battlefields. The first game made by Infinity Ward, the original studio that was later
acquired by Activision, is a first-person shooter industry stage. When it first launched, back in 2003, it became an instant classic. Jumping into this game you may notice shaky graphics, but it is still a very pleasant game of modern standards. . More than ten hours of pure game experience without any
filler will make you feel like you are really struggling for your life. No matter how many World War II first-person shooters of this nature and era exist: when you play Call of Duty you know there is no competition. Call of Duty is characterized by an impressive AI that makes you feel as if you have never



fought alone. But beware, your enemies also have the same capacity. You'll find quite a challenge facing off against opponents that the campaign provides. Multiplayer mode finds many ways to entertain you. Her attention to detail is appreciated by the community. Join and fight other players in different
modes, such as Deathmatch and Team Death. Where can you run this program? You can start this game on Windows or Mac OS X. If you have Windows 7 or higher, you are insured. Is there a better alternative?No. While many people tend to lean more on the Medal of Honor side, Call of Duty features
a magnificent load of great additions that are unique to the franchise. Call of Duty is the cornerstone of the genre, which is constantly growing. It remains an interesting choice of games by modern standards. Should you download it? yes, you really should. Whether you played in 2003 or this is your first
time: Call of Duty remains a very interesting game. Call of Duty fans have been quite interesting for a couple of weeks thanks to the recent release of the highly acclaimed Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare and Call of Duty: Modern Warfare Remastered Games. Both of the game was well received by critics, but
not so many some players who still believe that the changes developers had to try to incorporate into infinite warfare are not enough to redeem the series in their eyes. Nevertheless, if these two games are not enough to quench your thirst for fast FPS games, here are four other titles that are now sold in
the App Store.Perhaps in order to celebrate the launch of your pc/console games, Activision has decided to reduce the price of all Call of Duty games available on iOS, but only for a limited time. So if FPS is your favorite gaming genre, you can now buy every Call of Duty game except those that were
already free, for just $1.99. Here are all four games that are now sold in the App Store: Call of Duty Zombies, Call of Duty Zombies HD, Call of Duty Black Ops Zombies, and Call of Duty Strike Team.These has not been updated for many years, so there is no new content added. Some may even not work
on mobile networks, which means that you can only allow them when you connect to a Wi-Fi network (if your Internet connection is a requirement). However, these are small questions for real Call of Duty fans. We have provided you with links to each of these low-cost iOS games below, so check them all
out. Subscribe to our newsletter! Call of Duty: Mobile is a first-person shooter for Android and iOS. Although the game is related to Activision, it was actually made by the Chinese company Tencent. We've been playing for the last few days and really like it. It looks like we're not the only ones. Today,
statistics firm Sensor Tower, which tracks mobile downloads, said that Call of Duty: Mobile has so far been downloaded 20 million times, and users have already spent $2 million on microtransactions. Surprisingly, the game is incredibly popular in India, as it accounts for 14 percent of installations. The
United States is only 9%. Call of Duty: Mobile has racked up more than $2 million spent on 20 million devices so far, according to sensor tower estimates. This includes versions of Activision and Garena. India leads with 14% of installs, the U.S. is No. 9 with 9%. #callofdutymobile #callofduty
pic.twitter.com/2ici0HBa9g - Sensor Tower (@SensorTower) October 2, 2019 It's nice to see that the game is doing well. Hopefully this success will continue into the future because it has given many players who couldn't afford to spend $60 a way to experience Call of Duty. Call of Duty: Mobile is a free
game that combines maps, modes, weapons and characters from across the Call of Duty franchise. If you want to check, you can do it without any risk. Just search for Call of Duty: mobile Apple App or Google Play stores. Call of Duty Mobile multiplayer: 13 more tips and tricks to winUtkarsh Saurbh We
will continue immediately with more tips and tricks for COD Mobile. | TIMESOFINDIA.COM | Last updated: October 7, 2019, 03:50 IST If in our yesterday's article, we shared some tips and tricks on Call of Duty: Mobile. We will continue immediately with more tips and tricks on how to improve your COD
mobile experience so that you keep emerging victorious. Here we are. 1) Don't cluster together when rushing or leaving your base. Never do that. Maintain some gap, especially considering narrow routes. Another thing so far, someone with good long shot skills, can destroy most of the whole platoon from
afar, because it allows the enemy to pour concentrated fire on your heap. 2) Do not run just for your friend in a single file. Most of the time, he kills you. 3) Don't all make a point to start taking a position at the same higher vantage point. Maybe you think it's a good idea and aiming down is a better way to
kill; But it makes it easier for the enemy to focus the entire barrage, because most of you are at the top. Happens on many maps like Killhouse, which gives you a huge hall to fight it. In addition, you are visible to everyone and you are without a cap. If you really need to try this strategy, make sure that
people from the team are at different high points and they are constantly moved after scoring. 4) It is better to carry the pistol as a side rather than a rocket launcher (SMRS) because it is faster and more accurate for fire. 5) When out of the ammo, try not to enter the enemy base in search of a fallen
weapon. Even if the base is empty at that time, most of the time there will not find a weapon on the floor. Knives are a good choice then if you have one in your loadout. 6) Minigun Scythe acts as its name. Scythes through the enemy with your fire power. It is better to use Scythe instead of a wiper, which
is a flame thrower. Why? Because, unlike Scythe, the flamethrower needs you to be close to your enemies and also, it feels clumsy to move the target if you face two more enemies. 7) Reaching a rocket strike (Predator Missile Airstrike) exactly on one target is more important than trying to make it drop
toward their pile and fail to kill anyone. 8) If you throw a hunter killer drone visible to the enemy a few meters from you and he faces directly with him, so explodes and kills him, you'll get more hitpoints. 9) If you can quickly adapt between crouching and standing position, this is a plus. But if not, try to keep
moving. 10) Don't take the opposite of roads, especially if you see them in an open space, such as on the road or in a wide open place on some maps, such as Takeoff. Scurrying at safety by going zigzag way is not embarrassing and gives you a chance to get back to them. In addition, your chances of
success will be higher because you know their last position and now you know better where to look for them. 11) If the enemy is very far away, you just have to aim next to the red flashing points on his suit; You will be successful in taking it down most of the time. 12) Provide the pistol with silencers. This
would ensure that your location is not disclosed to the enemy minimump when firing it, thus allowing you to remain unnoticed when you use this secondary weapon. It is also advisable to update the pistol with an extended magazine, as the expanded magazine can pack more bullets. 13) Sticky grenades
are a better option than frag ones because they don't budge out of the place where they fall (they get stuck and then detonate, of course) and give you a better chance of causing maximum damage as the accuracy of the damage increases. Call of Duty Mobile Season 2 update is here: What's new Asus
ROG Phone II review: Best gaming phone IndiaNubia Red Magic 3S review: Power meets easy gamingFortnite secretly adds Harpoon GunRed Dead Redemption 2 upcoming DLCs to be focused on webplayer multiplayer modetop trend games week (September 30- October 6) on Android Duty Mobile
Multiplayer: Tips and tricks to give you the edge of winning edge
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